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As recognized, adventure as well as experience about lesson, amusement, as without difficulty as conformity can
be gotten by just checking out a book 2014 Weac Literature In English Question Paper 3 also it is not directly done,
you could acknowledge even more re this life, roughly speaking the world.
We come up with the money for you this proper as with ease as simple pretentiousness to acquire those all. We pay
for 2014 Weac Literature In English Question Paper 3 and numerous ebook collections from fictions to scientific
research in any way. in the course of them is this 2014 Weac Literature In English Question Paper 3 that can be
your partner.

Second-class Citizen Buchi Emecheta 1994 Adah, a woman from the Ibo tribe, moves to England o live with her
Nigerian student husband. She soon discovers that life for a young Nigerian woman living in London in the 1960s is
grim. Rejected by British society and thwarted by her husband, who expect
Oral Literature in Africa Ruth Finnegan 2012-09 Ruth Finnegan's Oral Literature in Africa was first published in
1970, and since then has been widely praised as one of the most important books in its field. Based on years of
fieldwork, the study traces the history of storytelling across the continent of Africa. This revised edition makes
Finnegan's ground-breaking research available to the next generation of scholars. It includes a new introduction,
additional images and an updated bibliography, as well as its original chapters on poetry, prose, "drum language"
and drama, and an overview of the social, linguistic and historical background of oral literature in Africa. This book is
the first volume in the World Oral Literature Series, an ongoing collaboration between OBP and World Oral
Literature Project. A free online archive of recordings and photographs that Finnegan made during her fieldwork in
the late 1960s is hosted by the World Oral Literature Project (http:

//www.oralliterature.org/collections/rfinnegan001.html) and can also be accessed from publisher's website.
Academic Literacy Development Laura-Mihaela Muresan 2021-03-11 This edited book brings together an
international cast of contributors to examine how academic literacy is learned and mastered in different tertiary
education settings around the world. Bringing to the fore the value of qualitative enquiry through ethnographic
methods, the authors illustrate in-depth descriptions of genre knowledge and academic literacy development in first
and second language writing. All of the data presented in the chapters are original, as well as innovative in the field
in terms of content and scope, and thought-provoking regarding theoretical, methodological and educational
approaches. The contributions are also representative of both novice and advanced academic writing experiences,
providing further insights into different stages of academic literacy development throughout the career-span of a
researcher. Set against the backdrop of internationalisation trends in Higher Education and the pressure on
multilingual academics to publish their research outcomes in English, this volume will be of use to academics and
practitioners interested in the fields of Languages for Academic Purposes, Applied Linguistics, Literacy Skills, Genre
Analysis and Acquisition and Language Education.
Faceless Amma Darko 2003 Street life in the slums of Accra is realistically portrayed in this socially-commited,
subtle novel about four educated women who are inspired by the plight of a 14-year old girl, Fofo. As the main
characters convert their library center into a practical street initiative, the novel invokes the squalor, health risks, and
vicious cycles of poverty and violence that drive children to the streets and women to prostitution; and, from which,
ultimately, no one in the society is free.
Women of Owu Femi Osofisan 2006 This is an African retelling of Euripides: an unnervingly topical story of a people
and a beloved city destroyed by the brutality of war. The play was first performed in Lagos in 2003 under the
distinguished director Chuck Mike, and subsequently toured the UK.
Lonely Days 'Bayo Adebowale 2006
Factors contributing to academic performance of students in a Junior High School Anthony Abaidoo 2018-11-22
Bachelor Thesis from the year 2018 in the subject Pedagogy - School System, Educational and School Politics,
grade: 5 (GHA-System), University of Education (Distance Learning), course: Post Graduate Diploma in Education,
language: English, abstract: Students’ academic performance is a key feature in education. This study was
therefore conducted primarily to assess the factors contributing to improvement in academic performance of Junior

High Students (JHS) in a Basic School which is in the Gomo-East District in the Central Region of Ghana. The
mixed and descriptive research design was used and a sample size of 87 respondents (79 students and 8 teachers)
were selected through random sampling technique. The findings revealed that the average academic performance
(47.0%) of the JHS students in the Basic School is weak and their performance in Mathematics (average score of
31.48%) and English Language (average score of 39.99%) is a fail. It was noticed that student factors that
contribute to an improvement in academic performance include; regular studying, self-motivation, punctuality and
regular class attendance, hard-work and interest in a subject. The teacher factors were completion of syllabus, use
of TLM’s, frequent feedback to students and given students special attention. Per the findings, parent factors which
was very key was parent showing concern in their children’s academics and providing them their academic needs.
School factors that were significant included availability of text books and TLM’s. The study also found that parent
level of education and gender has a positive relationship with academic performance but it’s insignificant. However,
age has a positive significant (5% significance level) relationship with academic performance. Based on findings,
the study recommends that there should be strict monitoring on teachers to vary their teaching methods to suit their
needs of the students and also to provide the students with constant feedback on their academic performance.
Again, the students should be motivated and orientated to take ownership of their studies by having regular studies
and attending school during school days.
U.S. Army Special Operations In World War II [Illustrated Edition] David W. Hogan Jr. 2014-08-15 Illustrated with 11
maps and 35 Illustrations From the plains of Europe to the jungles of the Pacific, the U.S. Army in World War II
employed a variety of commando and guerrilla operations to harass the Axis armies, gather intelligence, and
support the more conventional Allied military efforts. During the Allied invasion of northern France on D-day, elite
American infantry scaled the sheer cliffs of the Normandy coast, while smaller combat teams and partisans struck
deep behind German lines, attacking enemy troop concentrations and disrupting their communications. On the other
side of the globe, U.S. soldiers led guerrillas against Japanese patrols in the jungles of the Philippines and pushed
through uncharted paths in the rugged mountains of northern Burma to strike at the enemy rear. Special operations
such as these provided some of the most stirring adventure stories of the war, with innumerable legends growing
from the exploits of Darby’s and Rudder’s Rangers, Merrill’s Marauders, the Jedburghs, the guerrillas of the
Philippines, and the Kachins of northern Burma. Despite the public and historical attention paid to the exploits of

American special operations forces in World War II, their significance remains a matter of dispute. Both during and
after the conflict, many officers argued that such endeavors contributed little in a war won primarily by conventional
combat units. They perceived little, if any, place for such units in official Army doctrine. Yet others have contended
that a broader, more intelligent use of special operations would have hastened the triumph of Allied arms during
World War II. In their eyes, the experience gained by the U.S. Army in the field during the war was important and
foreshadowed the shape of future military operations.
Harvest of Corruption Frank Ogodo Ogbeche 2005
The Ancestral Sacrifice Kaakyire Akosomo Nyantakyi 1998
Public Examinations Examined Thomas Kellaghan 2019-11-19 High-stakes public examinations exert a dominant
influence in most education systems. They affect both teacher and student behavior, especially at the middle and
upper levels of secondary education. The content of past examinations tends to dictate what is taught and how it is
taught and, more important, what is learned and how it is learned. By changing aspects of these examinations,
especially their content and format, education systems can have a strong positive impact on teacher behavior and
student learning, help raise student achievement levels, and better prepare students for tertiary-level education and
for employment. Examination agencies, many of which have followed the same procedures over decades, can learn
from the successes and failures of other systems. This book addresses current issues related to the development,
administration, scoring, and usage of these high-stakes public examinations, identifying key issues and problems
related to examinations in many emerging market economies as well as in advanced economies. The book’s
primary audience consists of public examination officials on national, regional, and state examination boards, but
the book should also be of interest to senior education policy makers concerned with certification and learning
achievement standards, to academics and researchers interested in educational assessment, to governmental and
education agencies responsible for student selection, and to professionals at development organizations. “This
extremely well-written and comprehensive book offers a timely review of the diversity of public examination
practices worldwide; of the tensions between examinations and learning; and of the technical expertise involved in
the creation of valid, reliable, and fair assessments. It reminds us that as “the diploma disease†? takes hold with an
ever-greater intensity at every stage of education worldwide, and the commercial business of testing flourishes,
those concerned with educational quality and meaningful learning must be on guard to prevent the assessment tail

wagging the educational dog.†? Angela W. Little, Professor Emerita, Institute of Education, University College
London “This book is very well structured and written and draws on the authors’ remarkable global knowledge
across countries and histories. It will be a great asset both to administrators responsible for examinations and to
academics and other professionals who seek to understand the nature and impact of examinations of different types
and in different settings.†? Mark Bray, UNESCO Chair Professor of Comparative Education, University of Hong
Kong; and former Director, UNESCO International Institute for Educational Planning “I am sure that Public
Examinations Examined, which thoroughly analyzes the practice of public examinations in different countries and
makes profound and well-grounded conclusions, will arouse very great interest and will serve to further improve
public examinations.†? Victor Bolotov, Distinguished Professor, Higher School of Economics, National Research
University, Moscow; member, Russian Academy of Education; and former Deputy Minister of Education, Russian
Federation
The Dilemma of a Ghost ; Anowa Ama Ata Aidoo 1987 Dilemma of a Ghost When Ato returns to Ghana from his
studies in North America he brings with him a sophisticated black American wife. But their hopes of a happy
marriage and of combining 'the sweetness and loveliest things in Africa and America' are soon shown to have been
built on an unstable foundation.
The Lion and the Jewel Wole Soyinka 1973
Preparing Teachers National Research Council 2010-07-25 Teachers make a difference. The success of any plan
for improving educational outcomes depends on the teachers who carry it out and thus on the abilities of those
attracted to the field and their preparation. Yet there are many questions about how teachers are being prepared
and how they ought to be prepared. Yet, teacher preparation is often treated as an afterthought in discussions of
improving the public education system. Preparing Teachers addresses the issue of teacher preparation with specific
attention to reading, mathematics, and science. The book evaluates the characteristics of the candidates who enter
teacher preparation programs, the sorts of instruction and experiences teacher candidates receive in preparation
programs, and the extent that the required instruction and experiences are consistent with converging scientific
evidence. Preparing Teachers also identifies a need for a data collection model to provide valid and reliable
information about the content knowledge, pedagogical competence, and effectiveness of graduates from the various
kinds of teacher preparation programs. Federal and state policy makers need reliable, outcomes-based information

to make sound decisions, and teacher educators need to know how best to contribute to the development of
effective teachers. Clearer understanding of the content and character of effective teacher preparation is critical to
improving it and to ensuring that the same critiques and questions are not being repeated 10 years from now.
The Last Duty Isidore Okpewho 1986
The Beautyful Ones are Not Yet Born Ayi Kwei Armah 1988 This novel is a treatment of the theme of corruption
wrought by poverty. It is the story of an upright man resisting the temptations of easy bribes and easy satisfactions
and winning for his honesty nothing but scorn even from those he loves.
Why Nations Fail Daron Acemo?lu 2012 An award-winning professor of economics at MIT and a Harvard University
political scientist and economist evaluate the reasons that some nations are poor while others succeed, outlining
provocative perspectives that support theories about the importance of institutions.
Essentials of Public Health Guthrie S. Birkhead 2020-02-18 As one of the foundational texts in the Essential Public
Health series, Essentials of Public Health, Fourth Edition -- formerly authored by Turnock -- is an excellent
introduction to the field of public health, covering public health practice, government public health, and careers in
public health. After defining Public Health and looking at the current U.S. public health system and practice, the
book looks at population health measurement, policy development, and collaboration between the public health and
the health system. Final chapters explore career opportunities in public health administration, epidemiology, public
health nursing, and health education as well as emerging ones such as health information technologists, emergency
managers, and more. Helpful learning tools such as chapter exercises and discussion questions, making it an ideal
text to prepare your students for the profession of public health.
Influences of Social Media on Adolescent Mental Health in Ghana Gilbert Arhinful Aidoo 2019-10-16 Seminar paper
from the year 2019 in the subject Communications - Public Relations, Advertising, Marketing, Social Media,
University of Ghana, Legon, language: English, abstract: In Ghana, information about social media influences on
adolescent users' behaviour is dearth. Any empirical assessment of social media influences on adolescent mental
health is largely lacking. Furthermore, there is limited or no policy or legal framework regarding access and use of
social media platforms in Ghana. More so, most of the few empirical studies on social media usage in Ghana have
focused on access, purpose, benefits and risks and impacts on academic performance of tertiary, secondary and
basic school students. It is against this backdrop that the current study comes to examine the actual influences of

social media on adolescent mental health and overall policy implications in Ghana. The researcher examines the
trend in social media use, the main impacts of social media use on adolescents and major influences of social
media use on mental health of adolescents in Ghana. The study will contribute immensely to existing knowledge on
social media use among Ghanaian youth. The results may also inform national policy on effective and responsible
use of social media in order to mitigate associated risks of social media use on Ghanaian adolescents. Social media
has become a common avenue for social networking in a virtual public, which allows people to create and consume
their own information on any e-medium that sanctions social interfacing. It includes online platforms such as social
networking, internet fora, blogs and microblogs, photo or video sharing media, crowdsourcing and virtual games.
These media present both opportunities and challenges to users. The use of social media by especially adolescents
may enhance communication and socialization, learning opportunities, and access to important health information.
But it may also promote dissemination of inaccurate and misleading i
Validating Technological Innovation David Coniam 2016-04-02 This book discusses Hong Kong’s use of onscreen
marking (OSM) in public examinations. Given that Hong Kong leads the way in OSM innovation, this book has
arisen from a recognised need to provide a comprehensive, coherent account of the findings of various separate but
linked validation studies of onscreen public examinations in Hong Kong. The authors discuss their experience of the
validation process, demonstrating how high-stakes innovation should be fully validated by a series of research
studies in order to satisfy key stakeholders.
A Woman in Her Prime Samuel Asare Konadu 2001
The blinkards Kobina Sekyi 1982
The Successors Jerry Agada 2007
Boko Haram: Islamism, Politics, Security, and the State in Nigeria Marc-Antoine Perouse De Montclos 2015-02-01
This book is the first attempt to understand Boko Haram in a comprehensive and consistent way. It examines the
early history of the sect and its transformation into a radical armed group. It analyses the causes of the uprising
against the Nigerian state and evaluates the consequences of the on-going conflict from a religious, social and
political point of view. The book gives priority to authors conducting fieldwork in Nigeria and tackles the following
issues: the extent to which Boko Haram can be considered the product of deprivation and marginalisation; the
relationship of the sect with almajirai, Islamic schools, Sufi brotherhoods, Izala, and Christian churches; the role of

security forces and political parties in the radicalisation of the sect; the competing discourses in international and
domestic media coverage of the crisis; and the consequences of the militarisation of the conflict for the Nigerian
government and the civilian population, Christian and Muslim. About the Editor: Marc-Antoine Perouse de Montclos
is a Doctor in Political Science and a Professor at the French Institute of Geopolitics in the University of Paris 8. A
specialist on armed conflicts in Africa south of the Sahara, he graduated from the Institut d'etudes politiques de
Paris (IEP), where he teaches, and is a researcher at the Institut de recherche pour le developpement (IRD). He
lived for several years in Nigeria, South Africa and Kenya. He has published some eighty articles and books,
including Le Nigeria (1994), Violence et securite urbaines (1997), L'aide humanitaire, aide a la guerre? (2001),
Villes et violences en Afrique subsaharienne (2002), Diaspora et terrorisme (2003), Guerres d'aujourd'hui (2007),
Etats faibles et securite privee en Afrique noire (2008), Les humanitaires dans la guerre (2013), and La tragedie
malienne (2013). Reviews For scholars, government officials, journalists, and civic actors, this book expands our
understanding of this enigmatic jihadist movement, its genesis, evolution, and political implications. In light of the
global significance of militant Islam, the book is indispensable for students of Nigeria, Africa, Muslim societies, and
armed conflicts.-Richard Joseph, John Evans Professor of International History and Politics, Northwestern
University This collection of essays on Boko Haram is much the best yet-well informed, coolly competent. With the
insurgency still evolving, we really need this guide to its early days.-Murray Last, Emeritus Professor of
Anthropology, University College of London This valuable collection assembles notable experts who analyze the
messages and behavior of Boko Haram. The collection also provides nuanced treatments of actors involved in the
conflict, including the Nigerian state and Nigerian Christians.-Alex Thurston, Visiting Assistant Professor, African
Studies Program, Georgetown University
The impact of disasters and crises on agriculture and food security: 2021 Food and Agriculture Organization of the
United Nations 2021-03-17 On top of a decade of exacerbated disaster loss, exceptional global heat, retreating ice
and rising sea levels, humanity and our food security face a range of new and unprecedented hazards, such as
megafires, extreme weather events, desert locust swarms of magnitudes previously unseen, and the COVID-19
pandemic. Agriculture underpins the livelihoods of over 2.5 billion people – most of them in low-income developing
countries – and remains a key driver of development. At no other point in history has agriculture been faced with
such an array of familiar and unfamiliar risks, interacting in a hyperconnected world and a precipitously changing

landscape. And agriculture continues to absorb a disproportionate share of the damage and loss wrought by
disasters. Their growing frequency and intensity, along with the systemic nature of risk, are upending people’s lives,
devastating livelihoods, and jeopardizing our entire food system. This report makes a powerful case for investing in
resilience and disaster risk reduction – especially data gathering and analysis for evidence informed action – to
ensure agriculture’s crucial role in achieving the future we want.
The Enlightened Eye Elliot W. Eisner 2017 Now available from TC Press with a new foreword by Nel Noddings and
a new prologue by P. Bruce Uhrmacher and Christy McConnell Moroye, this classic text on qualitative research is
ideal for both novice and established researchers. Eisner's seminal work on mind, education, and research explores
the ways in which the methods, content, and assumptions in the arts, humanities, and social sciences can help us
better understand our schools and classrooms. The Enlightened Eye expands how we think about inquiry in
education and broadens our views about what it means to "know" with the goal of positively influencing the
educational experience of those who live and work in our schools. The text includes examples depicting this type of
research and how it can be used to evaluate teaching, learning, and the school environment. Book Features:
provides researchers with ethical frameworks promoting diversity and inclusivity; establishes connections between
qualitative inquiry in our daily lives and its functions in the practice and study of education; and broadens
understanding of how we come to know the world.
Attahiru Ahmed Yerima 1999
Unexpected Joy at Dawn Alex Agyei-Agyiri 2003 Fifteen years ago, Mama said, starting her story, I came to Lagos
from Ghana. I came to Nigeria because I was considered an alien in that country. The government of Ghana passed
a law asking all aliens without resident permits to regularise their stay in the country'. This story of migration,
identities and lives undermined by cynical and xenophobic politics pushed to its logical and terrible conclusion
pertains to the Ghanaian orders of `alien compliance' issued in 1970-1971, which determined to force all non-ethnic
Ghanaians, so called illegal immigrants, to return to their - so stipulated - `home'. The novel thus touches on
concerns of deeper relevance to the politics of race and migration of the twenty first century.
A Selection of African Poetry Kojo E. Senanu 1988 This is the revised and enlarged edition of the popular Selection
of African Poetry, reflecting the development of poetry in Africa.
Grief Child

Lawrence Darmani 2001-01-01
The Last Good Man Patience Swift 2008 A man has lived on his own beside a wild, unforgiving coastline for many
years. His companions are the birds, the land and the sea. From a choice made long ago, he keeps himself
separate from the world of people and he gains a fierce pleasure from his environment. His solitude is broken by his
discovery, one early morning on the flat sands of low tide, of a child washed up on the beach, but still alive. This is a
novel of redemption, the story of a man experiencing the world as though for the first time.
In the Chest of a Woman Efo Ko?djo Mawugbe 2008
Purple Hibiscus Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie 2012-04-17 “One of the most vital and original novelists of her
generation.” —Larissa MacFarquhar, The New Yorker From the bestselling author of Americanah and We Should
All Be Feminists Fifteen-year-old Kambili and her older brother Jaja lead a privileged life in Enugu, Nigeria. They
live in a beautiful house, with a caring family, and attend an exclusive missionary school. They're completely
shielded from the troubles of the world. Yet, as Kambili reveals in her tender-voiced account, things are less perfect
than they appear. Although her Papa is generous and well respected, he is fanatically religious and tyrannical at
home—a home that is silent and suffocating. As the country begins to fall apart under a military coup, Kambili and
Jaja are sent to their aunt, a university professor outside the city, where they discover a life beyond the confines of
their father’s authority. Books cram the shelves, curry and nutmeg permeate the air, and their cousins’ laughter
rings throughout the house. When they return home, tensions within the family escalate, and Kambili must find the
strength to keep her loved ones together. Purple Hibiscus is an exquisite novel about the emotional turmoil of
adolescence, the powerful bonds of family, and the bright promise of freedom.
Parentology Dalton Conley 2014-03-18 An award-winning scientist offers his unorthodox approach to childrearing:
“Parentology is brilliant, jaw-droppingly funny, and full of wisdom…bound to change your thinking about parenting
and its conventions” (Amy Chua, author of Battle Hymn of the Tiger Mother). If you’re like many parents, you might
ask family and friends for advice when faced with important choices about how to raise your kids. You might turn to
parenting books or simply rely on timeworn religious or cultural traditions. But when Dalton Conley, a dual-doctorate
scientist and full-blown nerd, needed childrearing advice, he turned to scientific research to make the big decisions.
In Parentology, Conley hilariously reports the results of those experiments, from bribing his kids to do math (since
studies show conditional cash transfers improved educational and health outcomes for kids) to teaching them

impulse control by giving them weird names (because evidence shows kids with unique names learn not to react
when their peers tease them) to getting a vasectomy (because fewer kids in a family mean smarter kids). Conley
encourages parents to draw on the latest data to rear children, if only because that level of engagement with kids
will produce solid and happy ones. Ultimately these experiments are very loving, and the outcomes are
redemptive—even when Conley’s sassy kids show him the limits of his profession. Parentology teaches you
everything you need to know about the latest literature on parenting—with lessons that go down easy. You’ll be
laughing and learning at the same time.
WAEC in Review Benjamin Freeman Jr. 2014-11-07 WAEC in Review is a practical intervention strategy in
transforming the weakening educational system of Liberia where academic excellence is unceasingly diminishing.
LIPACE Pilot Study Guide is not only a landmark achievement in the educational history of Liberia but a remarkable
strive towards the proper preparation of Liberian students for future diets of the WAEC exam. As a member of the
National Committee of the West African Examinations Council and a Stakeholder in the Liberian Education System,
I wish to recommend the use of this study guide to adequately prepare each and every Liberian student for future
examinations thereby setting the stage for an easy transition to the emerging West African Senior Secondary
Examinations (WASSCE). I am explicitly confident that you will definitely find your journey through this guide very
rewarding as you prepare to sit the next WAEC Exam.—David S. Massaquoi, Sr., director of Education, The
Salvation Army–Liberia Command Education Secretariat Our students sit the exam in constant fear of proctors and
supervisors. They know nothing about the exam and its structure and this fear lead to them failing massively. We
need to build the confidence level of our students and help them to study hard and understand the roles of proctors
and supervisors to stop the intimidation during the exam. Thanks to LIPACE and the “Turning the Tide” project, we
have helped our students achieved an amazing achievement for the first time in the history of Gbarpolu County
where all senior students successfully passed the exam.—Lartey Bemah, principal of Bopolu Public School (20122013), Gbarpolu County, Liberia
Homesick in Paradise Theophilus Enemali 2015-11-04 Homesick in Paradise is a wonderfully written novel that you
can't read once and drop but read it time and time again. The lead story has a personal emotional touch that draws
you so close to empathizing with an eleven year old character, Enemona, who couldn't bear the heat of his mother's
death, decides to break barrier in order to have a spiritual verbal communion with the dead mother. Would the dead

mother respond in a mysterious way? The author similarly weaved the childhood memories of a child in a boarding
secondary school with its fun and fabulous fury. It espouses the split personality of a nearly indoctrinated child in
Christendom, with the conflict of participating in the rich culture of his African traditional festivals. It is an impressive
narration laced with tragic stories but also harmonized with great hilarious stories that are didactic and perhaps ribs
cracking.
The Oxford English Dictionary John Andrew Simpson 1991
Americanah Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie 2013-05-14 NATIONAL BESTSELLER • From the award-winning author of
We Should All Be Feminists and Half of a Yellow Sun—the story of two Nigerians making their way in the U.S. and
the UK, raising universal questions of race, belonging, the overseas experience for the African diaspora, and the
search for identity and a home. Ifemelu and Obinze are young and in love when they depart military-ruled Nigeria
for the West. Beautiful, self-assured Ifemelu heads for America, where despite her academic success, she is forced
to grapple with what it means to be black for the first time. Quiet, thoughtful Obinze had hoped to join her, but with
post-9/11 America closed to him, he instead plunges into a dangerous, undocumented life in London. Fifteen years
later, they reunite in a newly democratic Nigeria, and reignite their passion—for each other and for their homeland.
Sons and Daughters 2004 "Sons and daughters website, with info on the band and their activities" HTML meta.
Prospects and Challenges of Book Publishing and Marketing in Nigeria Anthony Uche 2021-09-27 Master's Thesis
from the year 2014 in the subject Book Science, Nnamdi Azikiwe University Awka, course: Mass Communication,
language: English, abstract: The study has five objectives, namely: to find out the contributions that indigenous
publishers are making towards the development of the Nigerian economy, to identify the various ways Literamed
Publications market their books, to explore the challenges facing the book industry in general and Literamed in
particular as well as the prospects available for Literamed Publications. Five research questions were also
generated for which the study sought to answer. In carrying out the study several relevant literatures were reviewed
including communication texts, past studies, online and offline articles, journals as well as papers presented at
different fora that have bearing on the subject. The theoretical framework for the study is the libertarian theory of the
press. The study being a survey utilized the questionnaire as instrument for data collection. A survey was conducted
among the staff of Literamed publications limited by administering the questionnaire to a sample of 190 staff drawn
through a simple random sampling. The findings indicate that publishers are contributing to the growth of the

Nigerian economy (96.2%). The major challenges confronting the publishing industry include book piracy (39.3%)
and inadequate infrastructure such as electricity (25.1%) while the prospects include the ever expanding population
of schools enrolment and the policy of compulsory education coupled with government bulk purchases. The findings
also indicate that the company uses a multi-sectoral approach in marketing their books such as institutional sales,
supply to distributors, bookshops and more importantly to schools and end users. The study recommends, among
othert things, a synergistic approach in fighting copyright violations involving all stakeholders: authors, printers,
publishers, booksellers, Nigerian Copyright Commission and other law enforcement agencies.
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